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Abstract
This paper studies the interaction between register requirement and loops' maximum
Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP). First, we present the minimum data dependence graph
(MinDDG) of a loop to represent the maximum ILP available in the loop. Then we analyze
the in uence of register requirement on the data dependence graph and the MinDDG, and
on the basis of which we present an approach to estimate the upper bound on register
requirement for exposing loops' maximum ILP. Finally, the preliminary experimental results
are given to verify our approach.
Keywords: Parallel Processing, Instruction-level Parallelism, Loop Scheduling, Software
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1 Introduction
Exploiting Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP) within loops has become a key compilation issue
for the instruction-level parallel processors like Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) and superscalar machines [1, 2, 3]. Software pipelining is an ecient compilation technique to exploit ILP
for loops, which initiates successive iterations before previous iterations complete [4, 5, 6, 7].
Register Allocation is another key compilation issue [8, 9, 10, 11]. It has been well known
that register allocation may introduce anti-dependences due to the re-use of registers, which
limit the loops' ILP to be exploited by software pipelining [11, 3].
The interaction between register allocation and loop-free code scheduling has been studied
since the mid 1980s [12, 13, 8, 14, 15]. The register allocation for software pipelined loop
and lifetime-sensitive software pipelining approaches have been studied by some researchers and
some ecient techniques have been proposed [16, 17, 11, 10, 18, 19].
However, the interaction between register requirement and loops' maximum ILP is still less
understood and is lately considered in few studies. Mangione-Smith, et al. developed a lower
bound on the number of registers needed for a given modulo scheduled loop [20]. Ning and Gao
have presented a framework of register allocation for software pipelining by which they deduce
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the minimum number of registers needed for nding the optimal software pipelined loop [21],
but they do not consider the resource constraints. Their result can be used as a lower bound on
the register requirement for loops' maximum ILP.
In this paper, we study the interaction between register requirement and loops' maximum
ILP from a new perspective. Before software pipelining a loop, we focus on an interesting
problem, that is, how many registers are needed for this loop such that its ILP can be maximally
exploited? Thus, our result is general, independent of any speci c loop schedule and can be used
as the upper bound on register requirement for loops' maximum ILP.
Although it has been well known that the re-use of registers introduces new anti-dependence
edges to the loop's data dependence graph(LDDG) and limits the loop's ILP, we have found that
not all anti-dependences caused by the re-use of registers limit the loop's ILP. Thus, we rst
present a novel representation of a loop's maximum ILP based on the framework of decomposed
software pipelining(DESP) [22, 23] . This representation is called Minimum Data Dependence
Graph of a loop (referred to as MinDDG). Those anti-dependence edges which are introduced to
LDDG but do not cause new dependence edges to MinDDG do not limit the loop's ILP. Then
we theoretically develop an approach to determine the minimum number of registers which is
required for no new dependence edge being introduced to MinDDG, which is used as the upper
bound.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section rst gives an outline of decomposed
software pipelining and then present the concept of MinDDG. Section 3 discusses the in uence
of register requirement on LDDG and MinDDG. In Section 4, we use MinDDG as a basis to
develop the upper bound. In Section 5, we give and discuss the preliminary experimental results.
We conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 A Representation of Loop's Maximum ILP
The maximum ILP within a program is limited by the data dependences among operations and
the available machine resources. The data dependences of a loop-free code can be represented by
a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). DAG gives a direct representation of maximum ILP within a
loop-free code, as it is easy to see, from DAG, which operations can be executed simultaneously
(if we have enough machine resources).
However, the data dependences of a loop can not be represented by a DAG, but by a Loop
Data Dependence Graph (denoted as LDDG), (O; E; ; ), where O is the operation set and E
the dependence edge set; the dependence distance  and the delay  are two non-negative
integers associated with each edge. For example, e = (op; op ) and ((e); (e)) denote that op
can only be issued (e) cycles after the start of the operation op of the (e)th previous iteration
[2, 24]. Obviously, the LDDG may include cycles so it does not give a direct representation of
maximum ILP within a loop.
This section aims at a direct representation of maximum ILP within a loop under the framework of DEcomposed Software Pipelining (denoted as DESP) [22, 23]. In order to make this
paper self-contained, we rst give a brief introduction to DESP and some concepts which will
be used in the following sections.
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2.1 Decomposed Software Pipelining
DESP is a novel modulo scheduling approach, and its idea can be illustrated by Figure 2.1 as
an example. First, we modify the LDDG by removing some edges so that the graph becomes
acyclic; secondly, we apply the list scheduling technique [1, 2] on the modi ed graph to generate
the software pipelined loop body under the resource constraints, and use the row-number to
denote the cycle-number of each operation in the loop body; thirdly, we determine the iterationnumber (denoted as column-number in the context of DESP) of each operation such that all
data dependences in LDDG are satis ed.
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Decomposed Software Pipelining

Formally, DESP theoretically decomposes the loop schedule  into two functions, row-number
and column-number.
De nition 2.1 Let G = (O; E; ; ) be the LDDG of a loop, and  a valid loop schedule for
G with initiation interval II 1 . We de ne the row-number rn and the column-number cn, two
mappings from O to N (non-negative integer set), such that
(op; 1) = rn(op) + II  (cn(op) 1) and (op; i) = (op; 1) + II  (i 1):

2

Thus, software pipelining can be described below with the concepts of row-number and
column-number.
De nition 2.2 (Decomposed Software Pipelining) Let G = (O; E; ; ) be the LDDG
of a loop, we say that the row-number, rn, and the column-number, cn, are valid for the loop,
if and only if the following constraints are satis ed:
1. resource constraints: 8opi ; opj 2 O, if rn(opi ) = rn(opj ), then opi and opj must not con ict
with respect to the resources2 ;
2. dependence constraints:
9II 2 N; rn(op ) rn(op) + II  ((e) + cn(op ) cn(op))  (e); 8e = (op; op ) 2 E:
0

0

0

II is called the initiation interval or the length of the software pipelined loop body. The goal of
That is, a new iteration of the loop can be issued every II cycles
Here, we only consider the pipelined operations and the single-cycle operations, but the de nition is easily
extended to the case of multi-cycle non-pipelined operations.
1

2

3

decomposed software pipelining is to nd valid row-number and column-number with minimum
II . 2
In this paper, we assume that min(rn(op)) = 1 and min(cn(op)) = 0. In previous papers
[22, 23, 25], we have proven the following theoretical results.
Theorem 2.1 For a given LDDG, suppose we have constructed row-number rn which
satis es the resource constraints. We can construct column-number cn such that the data
dependence constraints are also satis ed, if and only if, for each cycle C of the LDDG,

X  (e)  0
e C
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where  (e) = (e) + d((e) + rn(op) rn(op ))=II e, e = (op; op ). 2
Theorem 2.1 implicitly points out the following corallary.
Corallary 2.1 For a LDDG without cycle, if we have constructed row-number taking into
account the resource constraints, then we can always construct column-number such that the
data dependence constraints are also satis ed. 2
The column-number is an important parameter to control the register requirement of each
variable. For example, if the longest de nition-use path3 of variable x is from opi to opj ,
then cn(opj ) cn(opi ) gives the estimate of the lifetime of x and thus determines the register
requirement of x.
0

0

2.2 Minimum DDG
Under the framework of DESP, we now deduce a direct representation of maximum ILP available
within a loop. As mentioned in the last subsection, DESP approach includes three steps. The
step 2 construct row-number and determines initiation interval (II). Provided we have enough
hardware resources, the II is only limited by the modi ed LDDG (referred to as MLDDG).
Thus, we expect that the step 1 can generate a MLDDG which is of the minimum height and
the minimum number of edges and satis es the following two conditions:
1. MLDDG is acyclic so that the step 2 can work;
2. MLDDG is sensitive to the condition of Theorem 2.1 so that the step 3 can work.
Formally, we give the de nitions as follows:
De nition 2.3 Let G = (O; E; ; ) be the LDDG of a loop, we remove some edges from G
and get MLDDG, MLDDG is valid for the loop if and only if
1. MLDDG is acyclic; and
2. for any schedule P
 on MLDDG, we can always nd a non-negative integer II such that, for
each cycle C of G, e C  (e)  0, where  (e) is de ned in Theorem 2.1. 2
De nition 2.4 Let G = (O; E; ; ) be the LDDG of a loop, we remove some edges from G
and get MinDDG, MinDDG is called the minimum DDG of the loop if and only if
1. MinDDG is valid for the loop; and
2. the height of MinDDG is not greater than the minimum II of the loop; and
8 2

A de nition-use path is de ned as a path from the operation writing a variable to the operation referencing
the variable in LDDG.
3

4

3. if we remove any edge from MinDDG, then the resulting graph is not valid for the loop any
more. 2
The performance of a software pipelined loop is evaluated by its initiation interval (II) and
the II is actually the length of the pipelined loop body. The pipelined loop body is generated
with a list scheduling to the minimum DDG (referred to as MinDDG) in the second step of
decomposed software pipelining, as shown in Figure 2.1. Provided we have enough available
machine resources, the maximum ILP of a loop is represented by its MinDDG. Figure 2.2 gives
two examples. For the rst without dependence cycle, its MinDDG includes no dependence edge
so the ILP of the loop is maximally exposed. For the second with a dependence cycle (1-2-1), its
MinDDG only includes one dependence edge so the ILP of the loop is also maximally exposed.
1
while
{ 1.
2.
3.
4.
}

(i<1000) do
t1=A[i];
t2=t1*b;
t3=t2+c;
t4=t3+t4;
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Figure 2.2 Examples of Loops’ LDDGs and MinDDGs

In our previous papers [22, 23], we have developed a method for approximately generating
a MinDDG from the LDDG of a loop:
(1) nd out all strongly connected components (SCCs) in the LDDG, remove all edges which
are not included in the SCCs;
(2) under the unlimited resource constraints, generate a software pipelined loop for the SCCs,
denoted as (rn0 ; cn0 );
(3) for each edge e = (opi ; opj ) of SCCs, if rn0(opj ) rn0(opi ) < (e), then remove e from
the SCCs.
The remaining graph satis es the rst and the second conditions of De nition 2.4, which
approximately represents the MinDDG.

3 In uence of Register Requirement on LDDG and MinDDG
This section discusses the in uence of register requirement on LDDG and MinDDG, and addresses our important observation, i.e. not all anti-dependences caused by the re-use of registers
limit the ILP avaliable in a loop. Those anti-dependences which are introduced to LDDG but
do not cause new dependences to MinDDG do not limit the ILP avaliable in a loop which can
be exploited by software pipelining.
In the case of register allocation for a software pipelined loop, more than one register could
be allocated to one variable. For simplicity, we assume that the registers are well-distributed to
di erent iterations if one variable is allocated with more than one register, as shown in Figure
3.1.
Thus, the anti-dependence edges caused by the re-use of registers are introduced to LDDG
in such a way that,
5

x <- {R1,R2}
R1= ...
R2= ...

x= ...
... =R1

R1= ...
... =R2

... =x

R2= ...
... =R1
... =R2

......

Figure 3.1 Register Allocation for Software Pipelined Loops

(1) If the variable v is rst de ned by opi and then used by opj in the original loop body {
we call (opi ; opj ) a loop-independent dependence, and v is allocated with Kv registers, then one
anti-dependence edge with the dependence distance of Kv (i.e. ((opj ; opi )) = Kv ) is introduced
to LDDG from opj to opi (e.g. the variable x in Figure 3.2);
(2) If the variable v is rst used by opj and then de ned by opi in the original loop body
{ we call (opi ; opj ) a loop-carried dependence, and v is allocated with Kv registers, then one
anti-dependence edge with the dependence distance (i.e. ((opj ; opi )) = Kv 1) is introduced
into LDDG from opj to opi (e.g. the variable y in Figure 3.2).
1

1. x=y+a;
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(a) a loop
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(b) LDDG
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(c) anti-dependence edges introduced
by reuse of registers for x and y

Figure 3.2 Anti-Dependence Edges Caused by Re-Use of Registers

Now we use Figure 3.3 as an example to discuss how the anti-dependences caused by the
re-use of registers are introduced to MinDDG and its relationship with the register requirement.
In Figure 3.3, (a) is the LDDG and its MinDDG, and we only focus on variables x and y. x
is de ned by op1 and used by op3 , y is de ned by op4 and used by op5 . The MinDDG includes
no dependence edges.
First, if we allocate one register to x and another to y, i.e. Kx = 1 and Ky = 1, one antidependence edge (3,1) with the dependence distance of 1 and another (5,4) with the dependence
distance of 1 are introduced to the LDDG, as shown in LDDG1 of (b). The new edge (3,1) causes
a new cycle 1-2-3-1 and thus introduces two new edges, (3,1) with the dependence-distance of
0 and (1,2) with dependence-distance of 2, to the MinDDG, as shown in MinDDG1 of (b).
The new edge (5,4) also causes a new cycle 4-5-4 but does not introduce any new edge to the
MinDDG. Therefore, we say that the anti-dependence edge (3,1) caused by the re-use of register
limits the loop's ILP, but the edge (5,4) does not.
Secondly, we still allocate one register to y but two to x. The dependence distance of the
edge (3,1) becomes 2, thus one new edge (3,1) is only introduced to the MinDDG, as shown in
LDDG2 and MinDDG2 of (c). We can observe that, more registers allocated to the variables,
6
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Figure 3.3 Influence of Register Requirement on LDDG and MinDDG

less new dependence edges introduced to the MinDDG and thus less limitation on the loop's
ILP.
Finally, we increase the registers of x by 1, the dependence distance of the edge (3,1) becomes
3. Now, any new dependence edge is not introduced to the MinDDG, as shown in LDDG3 and
MinDDG3 of (d).
The above observation gives us a hint that, for each variable4 of a loop, there exists a
minimum register requirement for that no new dependence edge is introduced to the loop's
MinDDG and thus the loop's ILP can be maximally exposed.
The next section will quantitively estimate this minimum register requirement, which is the
upper bound on the register requirement for exploiting loops' maximum ILP.

4 The Upper Bound on Register Requirement for Loops' Maximum ILP
We are ready to estimate the upper bound on register requirement for loops' maximum ILP.
First, we give a formal description of the problem. Then an approximate solution is developed.

4.1 The Formal Description
We rst de ne a new graph, LDDG+, to conclude the analysis of the last section.
4

In this paper, we only consider the loop-variant variables.
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De nition 4.1 Given the LDDG, (O; E; ; ), of a loop, we de ne LDDG = (O; E [ Elid [
+

Elcd ; ; ), where
(1) Elid = f(opi ; opj )jopi ; opj 2 O; opj rst de nes a variable and then opi uses the variable in
the loop body. g; Elcd = f(opi ; opj )jopi ; opj 2 O; opi rst uses a variable and then opj de nes

the variable in the loop body. g;
(2) 8e 2 Elid [ Elcd ; (e) = 0;
(3) 8e 2 Elid ; (e) = Kv ; 8e 2 Elcd ; (e) = Kv 1. Where Kv is the number of registers allocated
to v and v is the corresponding variable. 2
Figure 3.2 is an example, where (b) is LDDG and (c) is LDDG+. Actually, LDDG+ is the
graph extended by all anti-dependence edges caused by the re-use of registers to LDDG.
Now, given LDDG = (O; E; ; ), let Kv represent the number of registers allocated to
v, we can construct LDDG+ = (O; E [ Elid [ Elcd ; ; ) and MinDDG = (O; Emin ; ). Any
decomposed software pipelined loop fII; rn; cng which is based on the MinDDG should satisfy
the data dependence constraints below:

rn(opj ) rn(opi) + II  ((e) + cn(opj ) cn(opi ))  (e); 8e = (opi ; opj ) 2 E ;
rn(opj ) rn(opi)  (e); 8e = (opi; opj ) 2 Emin ;
rn(opj ) rn(opi) + II  (Kv + cn(opj ) cn(opi ))  0; 8(opi ; opj ) 2 Elid ;
rn(opj ) rn(opi) + II  (Kv 1 + cn(opj ) cn(opi))  0; 8(opi ; opj ) 2 Elcd;
If II and rn are given, then the minimum register requirement can be found by solving the
following integer programming problem.
De nition 4.2 Given the LDDG, (O; E; ; ), of a loop, if we have found II and rn, let
LDDG+ = (O; E [Elid [Elcd ; ; ) and MinDDG = (O; Emin ; ), then the problem of nding the
minimum register requirement can be modelled as an integer programming problem as follows:
min

XK
v V

v

8 2

Subject to

cn(opj ) cn(opi )  (e) + d((e) rn(opj ) + rn(opi))=II e; 8e = (opi ; opj ) 2 E Emin ;
cn(opj ) cn(opi)  (e); 8e = (opi ; opj ) 2 Emin ;
Kv + cn(opj ) cn(opi )  d(rn(opi ) rn(opj ))=II e; 8(opi ; opj ) 2 Elid ;
Kv + cn(opj ) cn(opi)  1 + d(rn(opi ) rn(opj ))=II e; 8(opi ; opj ) 2 Elcd;
Kv ; cn(op) integers; 8op 2 O; u 2 V:
Where V is the set of all loop-variant variables. The minimum register requirement corresponding to fII; rng is denoted as RRmin (II; rn). 2.
In order to nd the upper bound of register requirement, we can not assume that II and rn
are known. Generally, the problem of nding the upper bound can be described as follows:
De nition 4.3 Given the LDDG, (O; E; ; ), of a loop, let LDDG+ = (O; E [ Elid [
Elcd ; ; ) and MinDDG = (O; Emin ; ), the upper bound of register requirement, RRup, is
8

de ned as

RRup = max
(RRmin (II; rn)):
II;rn

Where II and rn satisfy
(1) IIlow  II  IIup , IIlow is the lower bound on the initiation interval and IIup the upper
bound;
(2)rn(opj ) rn(opi )  (e); 8e = (opi ; opj ) 2 Emin ;
(3) For any cycle C of the LDDG,
X ( (e) + d((e) + rn(op ) rn(op ))=II e)  0:
i
j

2

e=(opi;opj ) C

8

2

IIup can be determined by the length of the original loop body. IIlow can be determined by
the critical cycle of the LDDG and the usage of the critical resources in the loop body.
The following three theorems are important to develop a solution. In order not to make the
paper too long, we cut o their proofs. Readers can refer to our detailed research report [26]
for more.
Theorem 4.1 If II and rn satisfy that, for any cycle C of the LDDG,
X ( (e) + d((e) + rn(op ) rn(op ))=II e)  0:
i
j
e=(opi;opj ) C

8

2

Then RRmin (II; rn) exists.2
Theorem 4.2 Given a loop, RRup is the minimum register requirement which is sucient
and necessary for no new dependence edge being introduced into the MinDDG. 2
Theorem 4.3 The constraint matrix in the integer programming problem of De nition 4.2
is totally unimodular. 2
Theorem 4.3, which is directly derived from the work of Ning and Gao [21, 27], points out
that the integer programming problem of De nition 4.2 can be solved as a linear programming
problem and the optimal solution is guaranteed to be integral. Therefore, in order to solve
our integer programming problem, we can use general linear programming algorithms such as
simplex, ellipsoid or interior point methods [28, 29, 30]. Also, Ning and Gao presented a more
ecient algorithm whose computation complexity is O(n3 log n), where n is the number of nodes
in LDDG.

4.2 The Approximate Solution
The exact solution to the problem of nding the upper bound remains open. In this subsection,
we develop an approximate solution. The \upper bound" we nd may be greater than the real
upper bound.
First, we compute II by the following formula
X (e)= X (e)e:
II = C max
d
LDDG
8

2

e C
2

e C
2

That means we use the lower bound on initiation interval which is determined by the critical
cycle of the LDDG.
9

Secondly, note that, for each edge (opi ; opj ) of LDDG,
II + 1  rn(opi) rn(opj )  II 1:
We consider the worst case where we set rn(opi ) rn(opj ) = II 1.
Thirdly, for each edge (opi ; opj ) in LDDG+ but not in the LDDG, in order to get a more
precise solution, we do not simply set rn(opi ) rn(opj ) = II 1; instead, set d(rn(opi )
rn(opj ))=II e to 1 or 0 in terms of the situation of the edges in the LDDG. Here we denote
d(rn(opi) rn(opj ))=II e as G(opi; opj ). G(opi; opj ) may take 1 or 0.
Thus, an approximate upper bound can be found as follows:
min

XK
v V

v

8 2

Subject to

cn(opj ) cn(opi )  (e) + d((e) + II 1)=II e; 8e = (opi ; opj ) 2 E Emin ;
cn(opj ) cn(opi)  (e); 8e = (opi; opj ) 2 Emin ;
Kv + cn(opj ) cn(opi )  G(opi ; opj ); 8(opi ; opj ) 2 Elid ;
Kv + cn(opj ) cn(opi )  1 + G(opi; opj ); 8(opi ; opj ) 2 Elcd;
Kv ; cn(op) integers; 8op 2 O; u 2 V:
Where V is the set of all loop-variant variables. LDDG = (O; E; ; ), LDDG+ = (O; E [ Elid [
Elcd ; ; ) and MinDDG = (O; Emin ; ),
Obviously, the above integer programming problem is of the same properties as that of
De nition 4.2, so it can be also solved eciently.
Finally, we should point out that, for some cycle, if we set rn(opi ) rn(opj ) = II 1 for all
its edges, then no solution exists since the condition of Theorem 4.1 is not satis ed. In this case,
we should carefully handle the cycle. In our current method, we only set rn(opi) rn(opj ) =
II 1 for loop-independent dependence edges, while compute rn(opi) rn(opj ) for loop-carried
dependence edges to make the condition of Theorem 4.1 satis ed.

5 Preliminary Experimental Results
We select six examples to verify our approach. Except for example 1(as shown in Figure 5.1(1)),
the other ve examples are selected from the Livermore benchmarks. As our preliminary experiments are mainly conducted by a manual simulation, we try to select some simple loops in a
random way. The machine model we use in the experiments is shown in Figure 5.1(2).
The results are presented in Table 1. In the last column, we give the register requirement
for generating an optimal software pipelined loop by DESP software pipelining approach. The
upper bound we nd approach to the real register requirement for exploiting loops' maximum
ILP.
It should be pointed out that, in this paper, we do not address another important problem
{ which variables can share the same registers. We only address the register requirement of
10

The Original Loop:
for i=1 to n do
s=s+a[i]
a[i]=s*s*a[i]
enddo

The Code of
the Loop Body:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

t0=t0+1;
t1=a[t0];
s=s+t1;
t2=s*s;
t3=t1*t2;
a[t0]=t3

Pipeline

Number

Memory port

2

Address ALU
Adder

2
1

Multiplier

1

(1) The Loop of Example 1

Operation
Load
Store
Add/Sub
FAdd/FSub
IAdd/ISub
FMUL
IMUL

Latency
13
1
1
1
1
2
2

(2) The Machine Model

Figure 5.1 Example 1 and the Machine Model
Table 1.
Example
1
2
3
4
5
6

Register Requirement for Loops’ Maximum ILP
L

II

20
22
17
18
16
17

2
3
1
3
1
2

The upper bound
28
41
30
22
29
29

DESP
27
39
30
21
29
27

note 1: L = the length of the longest dependence path in the
loop body.
note 2: II = the estimated initiation interval.

each variable and consider the loop's register requirement as the sum of all variables' register
requirements. This simple approach is ecient for the short loops and the well-software pipelined
loops, where the operations from di erent iterations are fully overlapped and the live ranges of
all variables interfere. For the big loops, however, our simple approach should be extended in
the following two ways:
1. Construct the weighted interference graph, the weight on each node represents the register
requirement of the corresponding variable. Thus, the number of registers can be counted by the
conventional method [9];
2. Check any two variables whose live ranges do not interfere: Supposing they use the same
registers, check whether new dependence edges is introduced to the MinDDG.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we rst present the minimum data dependence graph (MinDDG) of a loop to
represent the maximum ILP available in the loop and analyze the in uence of register requirement on the data dependence graph and the MinDDG, then on the basis of which we present
an approach to estimate the upper bound on register requirement for exposing loops' maximum
ILP. The preliminary experimental results show the eciency of our approach.
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